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Various photographs- Zoë Meletis

Glow of cherry trees- Margaret Walton-Roberts

Who’s in Charge- Zoë Meletis

Mom's body cam- Alkım Karaağaç

Too much reading- Emily Smit

Navigating the Transition to Online Classes:
Experience of a Low-Income Private School-
Kashish Vikram 

Love Letters to Myself- Leah I. Coppella

A week this summer- Judyannet Muchiri

Tu tiens mon coeur- Calysta Meletis-McDowell

My little kali- Shruti Kalyanaraman

Women’s Wardrobe June 2021- Linda
Campbell

In-progress sunflower mosaic, aka mood-
stabilizer, parents' greenhouse, T'Sou-ke
Nation territory: Sooke- Rosemary Collard

The Abortion Herb Cart- Landon Newton

Freedom and Justice- Lila Mansour

Crazy colouring to manage pandemic stress-
Margaret Walton-Roberts

 
 

Soy Loco por Ti America- Maria Luiza Belo

Multispecies encounter in New Brighton Park,
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh
territories: Vancouver- Rosemary Collard

Defend joy, organize rage: an embroidery
pattern (and a spell)- Vivian D. Rodríguez
Rocha

low tide- Rae Jewett

Do Not Say You Know Me- Lisa Sandlos

Agotada/sunflowers- Nasya Razavi

Ravens Never Forget, Willow Tree, A Gentle
Way- Tara Joly

Navigating endometriosis during a pandemic-
Melina Sorensen

Remember Summer Fires- Zoë Meletis

“It is the Norm…”: Gender and Western
Epistemologies in Malawi- Mary Spear

Remember in March when they said 2 weeks…
- Melissa Conte & Grace Adeniyi-Ogunyankin

Wave- Teri Anderson

Endings- Maria Luiza Belo

 
 
 
 
 



PRODUCTION AND

SOCIAL REPRODUCTION

THEMES

SOCIAL JUSTICE

AND SOLIDARITY

Reproductive rights; freedom of movement and thought;
struggles of the most marginalized; strategically inequitable
distributions of goods and power; privilege; bodies caught in

political wars; gendered distributions of labour; gendered
impacts of policies and programs; the inaccessibility and

inhumanity of academia; health, care work and wellness.
These are themes that many of us interact with daily in our

academic work, home lives, and activist or advocacy roles.
But—the current COVID-19 era, wherever this zine reaches
you, has certainly shone a light on all of this in many ways

that we might not have expected, wanted, or welcomed. And
now what? We keep on-- trying to make sense of

new/worsened/heightened versions of things we knew
before. But we persist (RIP RBG). We find hope, light, and

voices that lift us up.
 

BODIES IN PAIN, ANGER,

TRAUMA, AND STRUGGLE

There's no longer a clear separation between production and
social reproduction, and perhaps there never was. Our bodies are
enmeshed in relations of work, home, and market, circling around.
This is a never-ending cycle of work, life's work. How can you write

about life’s work, while also trying so hard to keep it all together?
Papers to read, diapers to change, emails to respond, bodies to

care for, and expectations for more. Too many tabs open, too
much caffeine... Life’s work is happening all at once, in the same

place, at the same time (both virtual and in-person). This effort is
not new; it has just been exacerbated by the pandemic, working

from home/not being able to work from home, increasing need for
care labour, and normalizing productivity in sickness and death. In

the midst of these multiple crises of COVID-19, care, and
capitalism, the treadmills keep running. Precariously employed, we

are stretching ourselves too thin, as we navigate workplace crises
on our own. Even still, we can't help but feel guilty, thinking that we
should be doing more, better, faster...yearning for the unreachable.

If only we could close those damn tabs. Please, close your tabs.
Love you.

Our bodies are hurting. COVID-19 has intensified how we
experience ourselves in place and in bodies. This theme speaks to

those who are angry, who are in pain, who are struggling. We hope
that the intersectional stories of individual bodies can bring us

together to grieve in ways that unite us.   
 



TRANSITIONS,

DISCOMBOBULATIONS

AND TRANSFORMATIONS  

JOY

SMALL BEAUTIES AND

THE EVERYDAY

Small beauties might feel trivial, frivolous, during a time of
such suffering. But the smallness of everyday magic can give

us hope. Our relationship with little luxuries and everyday
beauty has changed. Meals on the road, which might have

been a nuisance before, now hold a special significance after
a year of no travel (Rae Jewett’s photograph of someone

eating with a massive spoon out the back of a van is
evidence of this). Take Judyannet Muchiri’s musings on her

‘commute book’, a tiny indulgence of reading and people
watching. Margaret Walton-Robert’s colouring book and

Rosemary Collard’s photograph of an in-progress sunflower
mosaic in T'Sou-ke Nation territory represent pretty

moments of reflection and Shruti Kalyanaraman’s
bewitching artwork is deep with hopeful purples and

shimmering with magical realism. Sometimes it feels good to
recognize the magic in our reality.

 

We hope that you will find some small joys and community
here… but we also stand with you as you look to the future

with hope of meeting again.
.
 

How do we cope with change when change is the only constant? A
toddler’s tantrums remind us that transitions can be hard. Not
quite here, not quite there yet. Forcing us to find new footing,

those in-between places where the ground keeps shifting
underneath us can be unsettling, aggravating, or exciting and

transformational. Where am I? Oh yes, nowhere, and everywhere all
at once. In the future, each of us will look back at the pandemic

differently. Whether it was an experience of discombobulation, a
time of being stuck in a never-ending Groundhog Day-like routine

of Zoom meetings, a time of devastating loss and grieving, or a
positive shift towards reclaiming stronger bodily, family or

community connections, the musings and memories; images and
imaginings in Second Dose are a testament that life in the time of

Covid-19 has been transitional for everyone. 
 







EDITOR'S  

NOTE
Dear readers,

We struggled to write this intro as we were/are all feeling some version of “low
energy”/slogging through/still trying to catch up on things from before the COVID-19
era. We are also dealing with connections to multiple overlapping crises, from micro
to macro levels. New trials are piled up on top of all the regular daily challenges of
juggling income-generating work, unpaid caregiving labour and service work,
furthering our education and credentials, applying for funding and employment,
exercising (?), sleeping (?) and generally trying to be good partners, mothers,
daughters, co-workers, friends or community members while staying true to our
values, to ourselves and to whatever projects make our hearts sing in life.

AND YET we remain under continuous pressure to succeed/publish/generate outputs
in the neo-liberal heteropatriarchal white supremacist academy. So-- here are the
colourful responses to the second FIGS Call for Anything. Thanks to all who had
energy to submit, and to those who contemplated it, even for a moment. We can
certainly relate to having to delete/ignore/let something slip by, especially now.
It’s an odd time where things are extremely dynamic but also very much the same,
day after day… In that spirit, we thought we’d try a second zine since we heard that
our first zine last fall had impacted you in some of the ways we hoped that it would,
bringing a bit of community, connection, and levity. We hope you find something
within the pages of this 2nd zine that resonates with you.

May this second dose bring a bit of FIGS feminist solidarity to you, wherever you are
and whatever you are facing. Afterall, it is important to keep up with regular boosters
of feminist solidarity! A warm thank you to all of the contributors and readers this
year and last. Thank you to our past editors for their guidance and support (Ileana I.
Diaz, Asmita Bhutani, Laurence Simard-Gagnon). Thanks also to the Canadian
Association of Geographers for partial funding.

In feminist solidarity from the
zine editors,

Maria Luiza Belo
Leah I. Coppella
Alkım Karaağaç

Zoë Meletis
Nasya Razavi
Lisa Sandlos
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LOVE LETTERS TO MYSELF









































































reflect & add your own submission below 
 





FEMINIST RESOURCES

FemGeog “Pushing Boundaries” Multisite Hybrid Conference- 
 https://femgeogconference.weebly.com/ ... June 15-17, 2022

Critical Resistance- http://criticalresistance.org/ … grassroots organization
building a movement to abolish the prison industrial complex. Their abolitionist
strategy is to 1) dismantle 2) change 3) build.

Black Women Radicals- shorturl.at/evxGO … Black Women Radicals made a
Black Feminist Perspective on COVID-19 reading list 

FRIDA- https://youngfeministfund.org/about-us/ … supports, resources and
funds for young feminist organizers 

Gender and Development Network- https://gadnetwork.org/gadn-
resources/feminist-responses-to-covid-19 … feminist responses to COVID-19 

2021 Red Paper, Cash Back- https://cashback.yellowheadinstitute.org … this
project looks at how the dispossession of Indigenous lands nearly destroyed
Indigenous economies. Cash Back is about restitution from the perspective of
stolen wealth.

Pronouncing student names-
https://twitter.com/LeadingELLs/status/1422238341584535559?s=20

Feminist Killjoys- https://feministkilljoys.com/

International Association for Feminist Economics Course Syllabus
Catalog- http://www.iaffe.org/pages/resources/syllabus/

Inspiring Women Among Us- www.iwau.ca ... free/public series of events will run
Nov. 17-24th including anti-oppression training, speakers like Billy-Ray Belcourt,
and more. Schedule, posters, and details will appear in weeks before event

https://femgeogconference.weebly.com/
http://criticalresistance.org/
https://youngfeministfund.org/about-us/
https://gadnetwork.org/gadn-resources/feminist-responses-to-covid-19
https://t.co/ZbAEUFieEC?amp=1
https://twitter.com/LeadingELLs/status/1422238341584535559?s=20
https://feministkilljoys.com/
http://www.iaffe.org/pages/resources/syllabus/
http://www.iaffe.org/pages/resources/syllabus/
http://www.iwau.ca/



